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"Set Example"Says Governor
Over one thousand interested Portlanders participated in a Model Cities rally
Sunday afternoon at Irving
Park.
Governor Tom McCall addressed the gathering and
called for increased citizen
participation. He pledged the
support of state government
to the Model Cities· program
and outlined the steps he
was taking as governor to
further the Model Cities program. He said, "Let us here
in Portland set an example
for the rest of the nation to
follow."
Citizen Planning Board
Chairman Emmett J. Baskett
outlined the progress of the
Portland Model Cities program thus far and called
upon the Chairmen of the six
Model Cities Working Committees. Each Chairman
gave a brief progress report
and called upon increased
citizen participation. Miss
Portland of 1968, Mi!ls Jo
Ann Twitty, sang "Sonny"
and Miss Gail Strong sang
"God Bless America." Acting Mayor William Bowes
issued a welcome to the
rally.
Entertainment
and retreshments were provided.
Plans have been made to
better the educational system in the Albina di strict.
Parks have also beenincluded
in the educational system.
There is also going to be a
survey made on Model Cities
as far as health goes. Mr,
Laws stated in his talk that
the health program with survey rat control in the slum
areas and water pollution.
Also traffic has been added
to this.
Mr. Law made comments
on the youth situation. This
along with the rest, will be
held in discussions.
Mr. Josiah Nunn, Chairman
of the Education Committee,
of the Model Cities, stated
that there should be more
Afro-Americans participating
in things to help them. They

would only be helping themNot only the parselves.
ents of today but the parents
of tomorrow. All of these
plans are to help the people
of tomorrow. The young and
old should be in it together.
It's the first time the Afro-

Americans ever had a chance
to do anything to get someshere in the world and every
member of our race should
be there. Do as much as
possible.
The also stated that ''so
many people sit at home dis-

-1

cussing matters but never get
out and try to help."
It has been stated that the
funds donated have been effectively used.
The matter of bussing
came up. They (the committee that is concerned with
education) are now trying to
cross bus, which means that
they want two-way bussing.
Bussing out black children
to white schools and white
children to black schools.
The only way to get people
to know one another, to
understand one another and
to get more chances in the
world. The idea is to erase
black education.
The governor said the rally
It's a
was a good idea.
chance to bring people together. He said there needs
to be more meetings of this
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Harlem Crowd
Questions Actor
During the taping of "THE
MERV GRIFFIN SHOW" in
Harlem, youngsters gathered
around Burt Lancaster and
told him some of the problems they face every day in
the ghetto - and some of
their dreams which could be
realized as the result of
Mayor Lindsay's ''Give A
Damn" campaign, organized
to help youngsters in these
poor neighborhoods.
Also, 115th Street between
Fifth and Lenox Avenues in
Harlem was a sea of people
when Merv Griffin took his
television show to the street
to tape a special edition of
MERV GRIFF IN
"THE
SHOW," supporting Mayor
John Lindsay's "Give A
Damn" campaign to help the
poor people in the ghettos.
(Continued on Page 7)

By WALTER MORRIS
Did you know that Model
Cities is a planning program?
Did you know that WHAT
YOU DO NOW concerns your
future and THE FlJl1.JRE OF
YOUR CHILDREN?
Did you know that you can
do something about your area
and present conditions? Did
you know that the Albina
Citizens' War on Poverty
Committee is the only legally
recognized organization that
speaks for Albina 7
Are you willing to organize and be organized to shape
Do you
your own future?
know how much money comes
into our area through poverty
funds and others 7
Do you really care?
The Board that speaks for
you meets on the first
Wednesday of each month.
Come where the action is and
where YOU can shape your
destiny and be heard all the
way to Washington, D. C.
Next meeting of the Albina
Citizens' War on Poverty
Committee:
DATE: August 7, 1968
TIME: 7:30 p.m.
PLACE: Albina Neighborhood Service Center, 59
N. E. Stanton Street

type.

The governor said that they
are trying to establish a certain meeting place so that
the people know where to go,
instead of finding out where
to go. He has in mind the
east side of Portland,
One of the interested Portlanders said that the meeting at the park had great potential but it could have been
better He said there should
have been a bigger turnout.
So many people sit at home
discussing matters but never
get out and try to help,

Top: Face to face with Governor McCall at Model Cities
Rally Sunday.
Lower: Crowd listens to program in Irving Park at Sunday Rally.

Test Available At Emanuel
Emanuel Hospital has become the first private hospital in the area to adopt a
new test which determines
whether a pregnant woman
need fear German measles.
Uerman measles, or rubella, is a relatively harmless disease except during
the first three months of

USBank To Rebuild In ,Albina

A new building for the Union Avenue branch of the United
States National Bank of Oregon, to replace the existing one
located at N. E. Union and Killingsworth was announced
today by President LeRoy B. Staver. St;ver said that the
new building will be erected directly north of the existing
bank, thereby allowing business as usual during construction, which is anticipated to begin in the early part of
1969. The existing branch facilities will then be demolished
to provide parking for 24 cars. This will be in addition to
e~isting adjacent parking for 28 cars. The new building
will have 14,900 square feet with ba!:ement first floor and
mezzanine. Full-service banking will be p~ovided includi~g two dri~e-up teller windows (one to be T. V. co~trolled),
n,g~t depository and safe deposit boxes. Architects for the
proJect are Stanton, Boles, Maguire and Church • Tom
Roth.
Edlefson, interiors, and landscaping, Huntington

and

pregnancy; if it strikes then,
it can spell disaster for the
unborn baby, producing such
complications as blindness,
deafness, mental retardation,
or physical deformity.
There is no vaccine for tb.e
disease, although one is now
being developed and should
be on the market soon.
Fortunately, about fourfifths of the women of childbearing age have lifetime
immunity to the disease, the
result of an early, possibly
unsuspected, attack. The remaining one-fifth are less
fortunate; they have good
reason to fear the disease
during pregnancy. Even exposure to it may mean weeks
possibly months of
and
anxiety about the welfare of
the baby.
The test being given at
Emanuel determines who is
immune. It is simple, fast,
inexpensive, sensitive and
reliable. It can detect immunity years after infection.
Immediate advantage of the
test is that it reassures
women who are immune. For
those who are not, the test
establishes the need to avoid
exposure and also alerts
physicians. Potentially, the
test will identify women who
require vaccination, once
vaccine is available.
Dr. Nigel Pickering, chief
of the Emanuel Hospital
clinical laboratory, says that
some 200 tests have been administered at Emanuel.

Still Short
Bean Pickers
SALEM - (Special) - Most
growers are just getting
started in the pole bean harvest, but shortages of pickers are already anticipated,
according to the Department
of Employment's Rural Manpower report issued today.
Shortages of bean pickers
are noted at Albany, short
100 by August 1, where
limited housing is available;
McMinnville; short 300 by
August 10, where low-rental
housing at Eola Village is
available, and Salem area,
short 2,000 pickers by August
10 with very limited housing
available. The picking price
will range between 2-1/2
cents plus a half-cent bonus
to 2-3/4 cents plus a half
cent bonus for the season,
with some growers paying a
straight 3 cents per pound.
The picking is expected to be
excellent and the Department
of Employment urges potential pickers to call their
nearest Employment office to
find out where pickers are
needed.
The pea harvest is complete in all areas. Cherry
harvests are complete in
all areas except LaGrande
area where there is about two
weeks of picking left.
Labor is adequate in the
cane berry harvest at presThere is one to two
ent.
weeks left in all areas except
Oregon City where there is
seven weeks of harvest remaining in caneberries and
(Continued on Page 7)

PARl:MUTUEL HORSE RACING
7:30 Nightly ..... 1 :30 Saturday

MULTNOMAH

COUNTY FAIR
GRESHAM
JULY25thru
AUGUST 3

AND OTHER BIG ACTS

FREE
SHOWS DAILY
at 2 & 8
ADMISSION:
Teens (13 to 17) ... .. . .. . .
Children (thru 12 years) , .. FREE

Profile On Athlete Verdall Adams
The Oregon Advancef[IMES Publishing Company, Inc., q~n-profit corl)(>ration, Publisher
Chairman of the Board •••••••••••••••••••••.•.•.•.. ··• . . . . Rozell Gilmore
Vice-Chairman ••••••••••.•.•••••••••••.•• : . . . • . . • . . . Hazel G. Hays
Offices at 714-1/2 N. E. Alberta, Portland.
Phone . • . . • . . . . • ·. . : . 288-6409
Mailing Address • • • • • • . • • • • • • • Post Office Box 11274, Portland, Oregon 9721 I
, Subscriptions: By mail, $4.50 per year in advance. By carrier, 40¢ per month (voluntary)
STATEMENT
The Oregon Advance/TIMES goes to press weelcly to serve residents of the !';orth-Northeast Central area of Portland with news about the life of our community; information on
the opportunities before us; discussion of the social and political issues that confront us.
The Oregon Advance/Tl~ES gives to our community a newspaper which factually reports
the news of our area and aggressively seeks the full rights of our ciuzens. It will provide a forum for community expression and help people become more conscious of their
obligations to themselves and their community. In all this, the truth, as we see it, will
be consistently presented.
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Peale Ollice,, Needed
Surely this must be a conThe last edition of the Adcern
for the police and the city
vance/TIMES carried a letter
authorities.
written by Joyce James, explainWhen one takes note of the
ing what appeared to be police
letter written by Joyce James,
brutality, especially when it inthe question again arises as to
volved two young girls.
why all the extreme :measures
Word reached the Advance/
in dealing with a couple of young
TIMES office that there was
girls.
Do the police have a
poor journalism on the reporthang-up
in believing that all
,
ing and handling of the issue.
teenagers
are just a bunch of
However, the quality of journalspoiled brats? Do ,t hey approach
ism was not at stake. What the
teens
with a chip on their shoulcommunity wanted to know was
der?
We
all realize that today's
''did this incident really happen
youth
are
hard to work with.
in Portland?'' The police deHowever,
who
is to blame? Tl).ey
partment, even though it does not
are
a
product
of society. Of
seem able to acquire black pocourse,
one
other
question comes
licemen in any number, appears
to
"mind
and
that
is this: Do
to be somewhat reasonable. Of
the police see the black youth
course, a question-mark certhrough a different set of glasses?
tainly is in order when within a
This truly isn't an unreasonmonth two incidents involving
able
question to put forth. The
black women being insulted by
southern
police saw the black
police officers appears in the
person
as
someone to subdue
news media.
and put in his place. No one
The first incident occurred
ever could define that place, but
at Vancouver and Russell. The
the police worked hard to keep
black woman was a visitor to
the black person there. It is
the City of Roses. She was a
hoped that most of these quesdelegate to a human rights contions are false. It is hoped that
vention. She came into the area
the policemen in Portland are
to see what soul people were dodifferent from those in other
ing and to enjoy some music
cities where so much hatred for
and soul food. However, things
"cops" exists.
didn't turn out exactly right, so
Someone may criticize the
she and a white friend left the
quality of journalism, but the
Cotton Club and started across
Oregon Advance/TIMES is not
the street for a taxi.
trying to fit traditional newsThey were no doubt jay-walkpapers. We have a people to
ing, and therefore stopped and
support. We provide a media
questioned by the police.
for them to be heard. We are
The lady revealed in The Orenot as interested in the anxiety
gonian that the policeman treated
of a few who think that such letters will cause ill feeling as we
her very rough. One wonders
if the police have a hang-up when
are in the way people in the
black community and throughit comes to dealing with people
out Portland are treated by the
in the Williams and Russell area.
"peace officers." It would do
Do they assume that anyone
well to reorientate the police to
walking in that area after dark
its rightful role in society, the
is cheap and looking for some
role of making peace and reconunlawful activity? Or do they
ciling the extremis who are hard
assume that all black people
at work to destroy the very solike to be treated without reciety that gave them birth.
spect?

Edito, Comment, On Cleveland Riot,
Now that the insurrection in
Cleveland is over and 10 persons dead, mostly black, what
gains have the residents
achieved?
The sad fact is that instead
of gaining, the area has no doubt
suffered a setback.
First of
all, it has created division and ,
suspicion among blacks. Many
of the residents stated disapproval of the actions.
They
were dumbfounded to see the
bodies of dead youths who appeared to be quiet and peaceful. They were angered because
a few people could come into
their neighborhood and cause
the uproar that took place.
Secondly. it has caused suffering for the law-abiding citizens.
Some of the activities

they were enjoying had to
be curtailed. Their youngsters
were forced to remain indoors
and the general feeling of depression was rightfully experi-,
enced.
Last, it created a tragedy for
the only big city black mayor,
Carl Stokes.
Mayor Stokes is
an understanding and compassionate man. He visited Portland in May. and showed all
the qualities of being a good
mayor.
However, because of
the riot, he has been forced
into an embarrassing position.
The very man whom he was
trying to help solve a domestic problem was in the forefront of the insurrection.
It is sad to realize that some
people will use the unrealistic
tactics to accomplish realistic

goals. This will not work. Sure,
the black man has been mistreated. Yes, he deserves more
than his share of the good life
in the United States.
However, in spite of these
truths, the black man must
learn from history what other
races never learned. That is:
'' He who seeks to get what he
wants by force will fail!"
It
has proven true with nations.
states and gangs, and it will
prove the same for black men
who use it.
The best way to
gain the victory is to continue
to force those who interpret the
Jaws to re-examine those very
Jaws and while doing so, realize
that they provide the same freedoms for blacks as they do for
others.

by Ron Leverett
Verdall Adams, the featured
athlete of the week, comes
from a fainily of four sisters
and one brother.
Verdall
participated in football, basketball and baseball. Honors
achieved were third team
All-City halfback in football
and first team All - City baseball in his junior and senior
year. In addition to tracing
his athletic career, we will
also discuss Verdall 's views
on the school racial problems
and goals he hopes to attain
in life.
Verdall' s athletic career
started in the sixth grade at
Highland Grade School. Basketball was his favorite sport,
As stated by Verdall, "I
started playing it first because the older kids would
always be playing it on the
Jokingly
school grounds,"
he reflects on how Gary Ladd
and he exchanged sports interest.
Verdall encouraged
him to play basketball, whereas Ladd started Verdall to
playing baseball.
Adams' athletic career
started slowly due to a
cracked ankle which occurred
while playing baseball prior
to high school entrance. Thus
he was only able to perform
in basketball and baseball his
freslunan year. During his
sophomore year, baseball was
the only sport in which Verdall displayed promise,
whereby he won six and lost
one game as a junior varsity
pitcher. His junior year, he
performed in all three major
sports. Instead of pitching
on · the varsity, he switched
to the outfield because "there
were too many outstanding
pitchers." The position
change proved to be advantageous because he was
awarded a first team AllCity berth. He also was the
only junior player to perform
in the North-South All- Star
baseball game.
As a senior, he performed
well enough to receive honors
in football, wa;, the unsung
first string basketball player
on the team, which won the
city championship and placed
third in state, and duplicated
his baseball honors he received as a junior. Verdall's
baseball ability rated highly
enough that the California
Angels, a professional' baseball team, drafted him. Verdall tumed down the baseball
offer because "I wanted to
have at least two years ' of
college if I intended to play
professionally." Also, Verdall realizes he can't play
sports all of his life. His
main goal in life is to attain
a degree in education and
retum to Jeff some day and
coach. If a professional career would evolve from college, he would prefer to play
for the New York Mets. In
pursuing this statement, Ver ..
dall remarks "that the Mets
have the best major league
pitching staff, but lack the
hitters."

terracial community prob- student body voted in the
lems.
The purpose of the elections.
In offering possible solugroup was to promote better
interracial understanding. In tions, he feels that in ocder
to promote betterunderstand ing at Jeff, the blacks and
whites will have to start doing more things together such
as school dances and participation in student body func tions.
The next question which I
probed to him was, "Why are
there so many blacks playing
basketball at Jeff, with only
one white making the team
last year?" Also, what effect has this had on the total
athletic program? Ve rd all's
reply was that some of the
whites simply do not have the
ability or they are afraid to
compete. The overall effect
on the athletic prngram has
resulted in many of the whites
transferring to other schools,
VERDALL ADAMS
The next issue we discussed
commenting on the meetings, was the idea of busing the
Verdall feels that lack of Albina kids into suburban
communication between races areas. Verdall felt the idea
is the main problem of per- was fine "if it was a twopetuating stereotype views of way street." Srating it aneach other.
For example, other say, "if the f.lbina kids
"The whites can't be trusted," are bused out, the suburbans
and "The blacks ai·e superior should be bused in." \Vhat
acn1ally happens is that the
athletes, but dumb."
Next I askedVerdall'sopin- suburban areas only want the
ion pf the racial problem at "cream of the c rop," leaving
Jeff. His immediate reaction the 1\lbina area with no leadwas that although J t was an ers. .Also, the· white coaches
interracial school - defacto only want the top black athsegregation existed. For ex- letes.
In concluding our interview,
ample, last year they had
several student panel discus- Verdall has no regrets in
sions on "how to create bet- attending Jeffe i·son. In fact,
ter racial relationships." he feels that the school has
Verdall thought the main pur- some of the best teachers in
pose •was missed - ''They the Portland system. The
would talk around the prob- only criticism he has about
lem instead of offering con- the Jefferson teachers is that
crete solutions." In citing there' are a few who "lack a
another example which clearly basic unde r standing of the
a lack of trust and under- students' social and academic
standing of the student body background." His closing reoccurred during the student mark was, "If I lived on 92nd
body elections when Verdall Avenue, I would still drive
ran for President. Verdall my kids in to attend Jeffer - A trne Jeffersoncame in second - but the son.
irony was that only 35% of the ian. -

Dear NovieDear Novie:.
sider yourself lucky, because
Three weeks ago I came once you start working, there
face to face with a bad prob- is no stopping.
lem.
Maybe you can help
me solve it,
I've been dating a boywhom Dear Novie:
I'll call Joe.
We've been
l would like to tell you how
dating for at least three ridiculous some people are.
months, but we weren't go- A lady wrote in last Sunday's
ing together, so I started paper, asking if Mrs. Martin
dating a boy whom I'll call Luther King was Mrs. Lady
John. J olm asked me to go Bird Johnson's sister. How
with him about two days ago, ridiculous! The magazine
and I accepted. j,'ow Joe is answered "ridiculous" too.
supposed to be real broken
Wondering about the world.
hearted. I don't want to hurt
anyone's feelings.
Did I do the right thing? Dear Wondering:
I read the same article and
I don't really like Joe anyI really felt the magazine
more.
gave the best answer, I, too,
Mixed-up.
wonder about the world.
Dear Mixed-up:
You're John's girl now.
There is nothing Joe can do Dear Novie:
about ito It's thoughtful of
What dci you do about a boy
you to be concerned about liking you a lot and you likJoe's feelings, especially
ing him only a little bit?
when you don't like him. I'd
The boy who likes me a
·say Joe was slow.
lot doesn't want to share me
with other boys. I am sixDear Novie:
teen and want to meet other
What do you do around young men. Could you please
summertime if you don't have tell me, isn't he being a litany job and you are 16 years tle selfish?
of age?
It's really hectic.
Help me.
All of my friends work, and
it's too late in the summer Dear Help:
for me to get a job, too.
Tell your friend right now
Could you suggest some- that you are not his. Tell
. thing for me to do for at him that you are going to
date others. If you don't tell
least eight hours?
Bored Stiff. him now, you might find
yourself taken in by pity••••

Verdall's decision to attend
the University of Oregon is
based on two premises: the
first, to prove to people that
he has the athletic ability,
and, secondly, that he can
do the academic work. He
hopes to try out for the freshman team as a halfback or
flanker in football and play
the outfield in baseball.
Other honors which have
been bestowed upon Verdall
are "Boy of the Month for
May," featured by the Ophmist Club for his outstanding
service in the Albina community.
He speaks proudly of Dear Bored:
Right, it's too · late to look
this honor whereby he served
as the chairman for the com- for a summer job. If you
munity function.
To elabo- Iike and know how to sew,
rate, the service group, com- this could take up some of
your time. Or have a talk
posed of teenagers and adults, with your parents and maybe
met weekly at the Th1C!.. you can cook or clean house
In their meetings, they would and earn money this way.
have open discussions of inHowever, )'.OU could con-

Dear Novie will be glad to
help you with your problems. Simply write Dear
Novie, in care of the
Oregon
Advance/TIMES,
714-1/2
N, E. Alberta.
Please try to have your
letters in by Friday of each
week,

Marriage Plans Announced
Holy Matrimony
Nickerson.

to

Roving Reporter

Doris

Eric is a pre-medical student at the University of
Missouri and has been offered a scholarship to Harvard University in Boston,
Mass, He is also a graduate
of Benson Tech and had formerly attended Portland State
College before transferring
to Missouri University.
He is the son of Mrs. Bess
Burnette and resides at 4407
N, E.
6th
Avenue.
His
brother, Audrick, is a Green
Beret, special forces and is
stationed
in Germany,
Yvette, a younger sister, is
a junior at Wilson High
Eric Burnette will be School. Eric also has a kid
returning to Portland in late brother in 6th grade at MarkAugust to become united in ham Elementary School,

Aslc The ·Man
from Weimer's
furniture Co.
for The Best
Deal In Town
Dale Jensen

Weimer's Furniture Co.
Located at

3934 N.E. Union
Dale J11sen

281-1224

The Question Man

The Roving Reporter was
called and asked the following question.
Do you think a radio station run for and by black
people would be of value?
In order to determine how
the black community felt
about the subject, I took to
the streets with the same
question. Below are the
comments.
Mrs. Fanny Smith stated
that it depends on what kind
of entertainment is provided, If it provides a wellrounded program of information, education, job and business contacts then it would be
real nice,
With this type
of thing it would make us feel
like we were a part of the
community,
Mr. John Hartley said yes.
Such a station could provide
communication on the many
activities taking place in the
black community, It will help
the race to get acquainted.
Augie Roland stated that he
was in the same bag, Black
things for black people.
Norma Jean Coleman of
526 N, E. Alberta gave her
opinion of why we need a
"black radio station,'' She
feels that we are supposed
to be equal but we are not,
they have a black station in
Seattle and California, but
Portland hasn't any, except
for one hour every Sunday
when they had "Candy Man"
but how long did it stay on?

Top Pop

Songs
Grazing in the Grass ... • •.
• . • . • . . . Hugh Masakela
The Horse. Cliff Nobles & Co.
You Met Your Match .• . • • .
. . • . . • . Stevie Wonder
Love Makes a Woman ...•..
. . . . . Barbara Acklin
Stone Soul Picnic . . • . • • • . .
.. . , . . The Fifth Dimension
Here I Am, Baby ...
. . •..•• The Marvelettes
Never Give You Up .•. .• ..
. . . . . . . . • . Jim Butler
I Can't Stop Dancing ..•. . .
Archie Bell and the Drells
I Guess I Have to Cry, Cry ,
Cry .. . •.. James Brown
Hard to Handle . . • • . . • • . .
. . , Otis Redding (the late)
You Send Me . ... , •••. .. •
. , .•. , .. Aretha F ranklin
Soul Limbo ..•• . ••••....
• . . Booker T and the MG's
Send My Baby Back .•• , ...
. , • . , , . Freddy Hughes
Understanding . . Ray Charles
Love is Like a Baseball Game
. . , , . . • . The Intruders

Gallyour Ghevron-Standard 1/ousewanner today.
like souch .sea island ma!:k, modern CIM:non
01l-6rcd hca1ingeq uipmt:n1 " npsyou in t1a1ural
tomfon. h'J clnn •~ ~cnde m,de winds beu~
nothing en1ers )"O\lt hon}(' bu, warmt h
Stt )O\lr Chewon-S1andud H ouJe,.·umer for
die righ1 model from h,s tnmplcte line o f oil( ired furnaru, boilers, and burneu. Make

.uran1itt~-nb 110 w, sn Jou r C:h(-uon-Scandud

Houst"'A ar mer o,n -.;hi...Juk m.siatlac,on 11,•tM,,n it's
nlOM u•m cniNU for you. Y.,u II ~t"n s.a,•intt up
to 1,3 no hcatmi,i: f~I bills wir h 1hc /i n, ui!.p
aucumn day.
Ca ll your Che,· u,1n -Su.ndard 1-f u use ...·armer
today. U>m4: rn Ch._.,.,on \X,Orld of Comfort.

ART PRIESTLEY
OIL.CO.
2429 N. BORTHWICK AVE.
288-5297
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And that was last summer.
So she feels that ''black
people are qualified to have
a station just like 'KISN.'
All we need is a chance to
prove ourselves, but it seems
to me that the 'whites' are
afraid to give us a chance,
maybe because they feel that
we might become superior
to them.''
Mr. K, Cook, government
worker, stated that a black
station is really a must providing that it does have white
sponsors as well as black.
He also feels that the black
can and will support such a
station, as well as the white,
The white man has all of
the radio stations and most of
the music culture that is
played is from their culture,
The black man should be
able to listen to music from
his culture as well, Seattle,
California and even your
Southern States all have black
radio. Portland should not
be that far behind,
By the time Portland receives black music all of the
other states have already had
months in advance,
I talked to about 50 people
concerning black radio, most
of them black people, I have
yet to talk to someone who
disapproves.
Of course I
believe that most of the
people who have their ads in
the Advance Times would not
mind sponsoring the black
radio,

The Oregon Advance/TIMES

/

WINGED MARATHON

/~
-;--.c

,IGEON RACING STARTED
O\JQIN6 THE ORl61NAL OLYMPIC
GAME6 (776 8.C.-934 AD.). ifiE
LONGE6T FLIGHT WAS THAT OF Tl-IE
f?UKE OF WELLINGTON' 6 PIGEON

WHICH, IN 1845, FLEW FROM OFF THE
COA5T OF WEST AFRICA TO ONE
MILE Fl20M LONDON . 'THE DISTANCE

COVERED WAS ESTIMATED TO BE

ABOUT 7,000 MILES!

Ask The Man
from Equitable
about

Living Insurance
Ben I eonard

-Family Style

BENJAMIN M. LEONARD
2040 S,W, FffiST AVE.
PORTLAND, OREGON 97201
BUS. PHONE: 222- 9471
The EQUITABLE Life -Assurance
Society of the United States
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Your Dollars Go Further At Sears ·

Sears

It's A Deal!

Albums
Aretha Now . Aretha Franklin
The Promise of a Future .•..
.•.. , . . • , Hugh Masakela
Hot on the List - 4S's
Hip City ...••. . ..•.. , .•
J, Walker and the All Stars
Can't Dance to That Music
You're Playing . . ..••. , •
. , .• Martha Reeves and the
Vandellas
The deep sea diver had
scarcely reached the bottom
when a message came from
the surface which left him in
a dilemma.
"Come up quick," he was
toJd, "the ship is sinking!"

Cleaner Or Polisher
Your
Choice

$
Each

THE
TONY FORBES
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD DISTR.
SERVING PORTLAND AREA WITH
COMPLETE LINE OF PRODUCTS,
TIRES· BATTERIES
2145 N.E. UNION

PORTLAND, ORE.

282-7763 282-9292

SPORTSMAN
CAFE
SOUL FOOD
plus
A Variety Of
other
Good Foods

3213 N.E. UNION

Page 3

Cleaner and Attachments:
• Powerful canister cleaner
• Combination rug-floor brush
• Dusting brush, steel wands,
vinyl hose
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back

Twin Brush Polisher:
• Shampooer-polisher
• Shampoo rugs quickly
• Scrub, wax, polish and
buff floors

ISears I

.SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

Grand At Lloyd
Phone 234-3311

~

----~---- -----
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Albina Road Runners Win Summer Meet At Gladsto ne
Did you know that there
exists in the N. E. section of
Portland, a Track and Field
Club that has been in existence since the spring of I 965
Roadrunners?
the
called
They have attended various
meets
field
and
track
throughout the Northwest.
The Roadrunners have had
a great deal of success and
still managed to have fun all
the way from Seattle in the
north to Eugene in the south.
Some of the older luminaries have gone on to have
continued success in college
and in high school circles.
Among these that have been
heard from and will continue
to be heard from include the
likes of: Weldon Vance, John
Mays, Don McPherson, Pat
Walden, Ron Brown, Stan
Wheeler, Jimmy Johnson, and
Gary Bowles.
The younger generation are

still having their turn at success at the various track
meets that are held at
Gresham High School, Franklin High School, Centennial
High School and at Rex Putnam High School. They are
running at least three meets
a week and are turning in
some very outstanding performances.
The Roadrunners are
transported to the various
meets by bus. The various
bus stops are located: Martin Luther King Elementary
Center, Ruben Boise Elementary Center, Buckman
Elementary Center, and Jefferson High School. The bus
leaves around S p.m. and the
athletes arrive at the various
meets within an hour. They
perform in their various
events and return at 8:30 p.m.
The average Roadrunner is
usually heavily laden with

.;ee the Convention in Beautiful
Zenith LIVING COLOR

Why not get the best...
COLOR TV'S LARGEST PICTURE,
SLIMMED INTO BEAUTIFULLY
COMPACT CABINETRY...
NEW 1968

.
,r

,.

~.

n

,

Ronnie Fair, Robert, Jodel
Brian
Bailey,
Ora
and
Thomas, Wanda and Sandra
Sloan, Joanne Simms, Dante
Larry Crawford,
Maddox,
Burma
Hawkins,
Jerry
Thomas, Roger and Tommy
Lewis Franklin,
Batiste,
Weldon
Parkev,
Lester
Howard and Bary
Vance,
Bowles, Clark Owens, Leon
McKenzie, Joe Smith, Rebacurtis Reece,
Andre and Lloyd Allen,
Ron
McPherson,
Donnie
Brown, Jim Johnson, Onia
and Robert Bates, Marlin
Lincoln, Willie Jean CrawRomona and Ruthie
ford,

f

GIANT 23" RECTANGULA R
DIAG.

295 sq. in. piclure

The Oregon Advance
Times regrets to announce
George Christian's termination as salesman for the
paper,
We wish Mr. Christian
success as he begins his new
venture.

....---~- .,

Co.
<~l SHERIDAN FRUIT
23S-93S 3
~i' S.E. Union & Oak•
~\, ii.,

9~i
6•ars3
'N·
CcO'R
i·--- ~--------------------------.
1s~ 5
: I' Mixed Melons''
•• Apples
•
;Hershey's
: Instant 2

•

COLOR TV

George Christian
leaves Paper

first-place ribbons indicating
his placing and has had a
heartily gratifying experience
of competing against some of
the best competition that exists in this area. They have
\)·1- _
made many friends through
the years and many keep
these friendships for many :
Delicious Golden Ears
years. Some of the results
of the track and field meets
held at Rex Pumam High
School is as follows.
In this meet several Roadrunners would be classified
they
as
outstanding
as
brought home three blue ribDelicious Full of Flavor
bons indicating first place
finishes, also lowering the • Crenshaws Honeydews
record standards just set the
~
• Persians or
previous week, These winNew Crop
~
Transparent lb.
ners include Oscar Casey,
Vincent Woods, Beverly Gay,
:
bun
Robert Shaw, and Ernestine
:
69c.,__Bo-rde-n's---Owens.
Casey,
Oscar
11-12 years
1st, 100 yd, dash, 11.B
qt.
Vincent Woods,
13-14
1st, 100 yd. dash, 11.3
•
sNoM1sT
Shaw,
Robert
13-14
12-oz.
• Strawberry-Raspberry
1st, shot put, 34' 8"
•
FOR
1st 4
jar
• - Blueberry
10 & under - Ernestine
Owens, 1st, SO yd. dasl),
7.2
1
10 & under - Bev Gay, 1st,
11.
100 yd. dash, 13.4
Oscar Casey - 1st, 220 yd.
dash, 25,3
Vincent Woods - 1st, 220 yd,
dash, 27.8
Bev Gay - 1st, 220 yd, dash,
31.S
Robert Shaw - 1st, high
.
-... .
jump, 4' 8"
Ernestine Owens - 1st, 100
yd dash, 14,l
Other First Place Winners:
11-12 - Daryl Burnett, high
jump, 3' 11"
11-12 - Mike Willie, high
jump, 3' 11"
11-12 - Rudy Pierson, softball throw, 128' 6"
10 & under - Billy Maxey,
100 yd. dash, 13.1
13-14 - Preston Owens, softball throw, 223' 8"
If you find it difficult to put money aside, take heart.
Other Roadrunners that did
It's a problem for a lot of us. Most successful savers
quite well as they are 8-910
the
in
year-olds runnin~
save regularly. The amount is not so important and under class were: Craig
regularity is what counts.
Woods and Athron Wilson.
Craig finished with seconds
Here at U.S. Bank we have an exclusive plan called
in the 100 yd. dash and long
that makes saving easy and systematic.
SURE-SAVE
high
the
in
third
jump, plus a
jump. Athron fied for second
You decide how much you want to put aside reguin the 100 yd. dash and third
larly each month and we do the rest.
in the SO yd. dash.
Some of the current members of the Roadrunners include Oscar Casey, Alvon and
Rudy Pierson, Kevin Scott,
Manager Bob Brunmeier
Mike and Edward Willis, Lee
and his staff at our
and Ernie Warren, Lamont
Center Branch will be
Lloyd
Craig, Vincent Woods, Q. T.
Marina
Beverly, Jutosha,
happy to show how
Gay, Robert Ester, David
can soon give
SURE-SAVE
Shaw, James Whittlow, John,
Stanley, \'elma, Alice and Alyou that comfortable,
bert Mays,
feeling.
money-in-the-bank
Roy and Billy Maxey, Athern Wilson, Kenny, Forrest,
Roy, Larry, Anthony and Elroy Bell, LeRoy Hudson,
Brenda Boatwright, Jeffery,
Lamont and Debbie Walker,
LLOYD CENTER
Jesse, Preston, Cheryl, ErBRANCH
nestine and Ernest Owens,
on the Multnomah level
Daryl Burnette, Andre, Victor and Bobby Barber, Ricky
Phone: 228-6111
Eatmon, LaRoy, Toyannia,
Allen and Mike
Debekk,
Horsley, Eric, Ricky and AnUnited States National Bank cf Oregan • Member FDIC
thony Branch, Keith and Lori
Rice, Linda, Beverly, Debbie,
Teresa and Howard Hornbuckle.

IO

~!.

:• "Al·ice Love" Jams

®

Eatmon, Pat Bates, Phillip
Carter, Ronnie Davis, Weldon Jordan, Stanley Wheeler,
Robert Mosley, Gloria, Anthony and David Jackson.

5~.!!."s~:LAMB
•

E~!!s,!TEAK

Nectarines
:i::~ Radishes
Gr. Onions

•
•
3 1S •

49c :
:
39c TUNA 4 95~ .
•
67~ -~~.~~~~ !~~on 49 5•
Mayonnaise

u.98~ ~:MB "(HOP~\.67~5

d's Produce Center
Portlan
. ........

Ii

The Secret of Saving

The WEST • Y4519W
Beautiful Contemporary. styled
compact con sole in genuine oil
finished Walnut veneers and
select hardwood sol ids S" x 3"
Twin-cone speaker. New Zenith
VHF and UHF Concentric Tuning Conlrols.

HANDCRAFTED
for unrivaled
pay only
dependability

$20

00
per mo.

THE MOST EXCITING
NEW FEATURE IN COLOR TV

AFC Zenith Automatic Fine-tuning Control
Zen11h ·s AF ( lune, color televi sion p1 cture -pe rft•c1 JI lhe ili , k
of a finger. Just flip the switch once and forget ,t--because it
a s you
not only luncs the color picture- but keep s II tuned _
change from channel to channel. And it even perfecls your
fine-tuning on UHF channels-automatically.

• Zenith High Performance Handcrafted Color TV Chassis
• Exclusive Zenith Super Gold Video Guard Tuning System
• Zenith Sunshine® Color TV Picture Tube

~ The quality goes in before the name goes on®

WHITE-MANN

co.

5001 N.E. UNION at ALBERTA
Phone 288-5303
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Scout Den Mothers Complete Training

Contest Offers Prizes

Charles Crews, field work- training session. The mothers were paid $2.00 per
er for the Boy Scout protraining session and will algram, has successfully com- so receive a fee for working
pleted an ADC Den Mothers' with a local Den this fall.

Received an Adequate Education So Far?
5. What it Means to be a
Teen-ager.
6. Why I Like Portland.
7. What I Think of InterRacial Marriage.

The Oregon Advance/TIMES
is sponsoring an essay contest. Three-hundred words
or more will be appropriate
for entry. There are two
divisions in this contest under two age groups. First
group is limited to 20 years
and under. Second group is
21 years and over.
Each
essay must be an original
of your own composition, anq
may be chosen from any of
the titles below. The deadline · for this contest will be
effective the 31st of August,
at 12:00 midnight.
The prizes consist of:
1st prize . . . . . . . . $10.00
(Two First Prizes)
2nd prize . . . . . . . $ 5.00
(Two Second Prizes)
3rd prize . . • . an interview
OTHER ENTRIES WILL RECEIVE A BIG THANK YOU
FROM TIIE TIMES STAFF!!
In order to enter you must
live within the Albina area.
Mail entry to:
The Oregon Advance/TIMES
Attention: Contest
714-1/2 N. E, Alberta Street
Portland, Oregon 97211

Do you groove on W, C.
Fields and Laurel and Hardy
movies?
If so, you know where it's
at. Master comedians like
Many businessmen overpay them don't grow on trees.
taxes for one of two reasons:
As a matter of fact, massome cannot afford top flight ter artists of any kind are
professional tax help. And hard to find. Take the fashfor others, overpayment is a ion industry, for instance.
result of working from in- Creative designers are cut
complete, unorganized busi- from a rare bolt of threads.
ness records.
Young designers like Reiko
There is a way to over- from Japan and Tuffin &
come both of these obstacles, Foale from England are imand
save important tax aginative jolts from that bolt.
dollars as a result. Sub- They're three of the· wildly
scribe to General Business talented designers for ParaSystems in your area, cost phernalia.
is moderate.
Paraphernalia is the exThis column will be aimed citing boutique that specialat the small businesses in izes in the newest fashions
our area. Every week it will for the young-at-heart female
discuss a different topic that set. Paraphernalia can wrap
might be of help to the small
business.
For more information on business tax, phone
or write: Harvey Rice, 305
Educating the ''exceptionN, E. Wygant St., Portland, al" child will be the subject
Oregon 97211, 287-2212 or
of a workshop at the Univer227-1818.
sity of Portland to begin
Monday, August 5. Sessions
The Oregon Advance will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Times is asking persons in daily through Friday, August
the community to phone or 12. Instructor will be Dr.
bring in all news that you Donald Mahler, Director of
wish printed in the paper. Special Education at Hum-

Tax Information

you in the right attire for
watching a W, C, Fields
movie or painting the town.
Why not come into Par.aphernalia and look around?
All it takes is an open mind,
a flair for young styles and
a love for the unusual.
WATCH NEXT WEEK FOR

Get off (1 the Money
J go Round!
...

"A BIT UNUSUAL."

Do you Iike to stay home
with "a good book" on Friday nights? Do you have an
aversion to unconventional
ideas?
Beware of PARApH ERNA LI Al Our fastmoving fashions aren't · for
the stay-at-home book reader. Visit PARAPHERNALIA
for the young and totally
turned on. 732 S. W. Washington, 224-5248. Open 9:30
to 5:30 daily, Mon. &. Fri.
'til 9:30.

:;

If you're checking at First National, saving somewhere
else, and borrowing from still another place, you ' re doing
an awful lot of unnecessary running around. Only a full·
service bank like First National can be a one-stop banking
center, offering checking, savings, loans, trust .services,
money orders - anything concerning money. So, whatever
your money-handling needs, remember, it's easy- ask
FIRST!

U of P Workshop Aug. 5

TOPIC TITLES
I. Why I am Proud of My
Race.
2. Why I am Proud to be
be an American.
3. What Needs to be Done in
the Albina Community.
4. Do You Feel You Have

boldt State College, Eureka,
Calif.
The field of special education for exceptional children
includes the educationally
handicapped, the mentally retarded, and the mentally
gifted. The class will study
recent developments in legislation, funding, curriculum
planning and staffing,

FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK OF OREGON
Me m h e , f'" e d f' r .,. I O e pos , t ln ~ ur a nc e C orp o r•t ,on

=· ··· 1 ,-i..,..i...;..,..,.. +
. .,. .,...,.;. .,..,...·x~-·,·.·a
.....······=
111111111
....
, .....

••
:
•
:

f',~~·t
i91111ft;,_

now

165 cu. ft.

Metal Lawn Chair

Reg . $6.29 Sale

Webbed Lawn Chair

Reg . $5.97 Sale

15cu.ft.

•

$297
ELECTRIC

FREEZER

5168

===

DRYER
$1~~~95

$128

SAVE NOW

KEEP COOL - 15,000 cu. ft .

AIR CONDITIONER
CONSOLE STEREO
$279.00

5188

CONSOLE

COLOR TV
5
299
Regular

$359.00 -

Now

Bring your truck or trailer.
You haul and Save
$41.00 to $81.00
NO PHONE ORDERS!!

Reg.
$199.00

AUTOMATIC
WASHER
Regular$229.00

$188

SAVE NOW

• Many other items
• Many one-of-a-kind

• LIMITED QUANTITIES
• All items sub;ect to
prior sale - Hurryl

'I'each

HALF
GALLON

FIRST 2-CARTONS. ADD, 69t!

••
•:
LIBBY VIENNA
•: SAUSAGE

.

~

•
•

4 - Cycle

ORANGE FLAVOR

:••
•

BIG SWEET

5CANTALOUPE

••
•••
••
•••
••
••
••

COIT BRAND

4
SEEDLESS

GRAPES, ..

Ls_

19t

•
•
•

KIENOW'S

POTATO
CHIPS

:
:•

BIG
3-BAGGER
BOX

.
49~
=•:

•

FLAY -R-PAC
CREAM STYLE

••
•
:
•:

CORN
·
~
303 S100

S,;., S100 6
GET 50t! REFUND
DETAILS IN OUR STORE

.
•
•••
:

KIENOW'S

. 49/.
:

LB.

4 to 5 Y, POUND

5• SHERBET

REFRIGERATOR

NOW

i

•••
•
:

9:30 - 9:00 -9:30 - 9:00 -9:30 - 5:30

Regular

HENS

•

THUR.-FRI.-SAT.

f

i
•

~t t _f-!ftf)_tt~~-~

Reg. $299.95

:

-:
•
:
:

•

5309-27 N.E. UNION AVE.

••

FRESH LARGE COLORED
ROASTING
/.
or STEWING
..,

.

•BARGAIN
CENTER

=
..,..

TINS

.
•
•

•

f
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FHA Counselling
The Federal Housing Authority is holding weekly
counseling sessions at the
Neighborhood Service Center.
Below is a series of questions and answers for prospective home buyers. A rep-

BARNETT
REAL ESTATE
Listing's Wanted

REALATOR
27 N. Killingsworth
Ph. 289-7354

Service Available To Albina Home Buyers

resentative is at the Center
every Thursday from 1-5
p.m. The location is 59 N. E,
Stanton.
Q-1: Where can l get information about purchasingor
renting a home or home improvements?
Answer: The FHA has a
Housing Counseling Service
which is available to every, one.
Mondays to Fridays,
8:15 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. counselors are on duty at the
FHA Office, 520 S, W, 6th
Avenue (Cascade Building),
telephone 226-3361, extensions 1949 or 1950. In addition, for those for whom it
is not convenient to come to
our office, FHA has a repre-

Q-2: I am elderly and am
receiving welfare assistance
from the Multnomah County
Public Welfare Commission.
Can I get assistance in finding decent housing?
Answer: The FH.A has a
Rent Supplement Program
which assists by paying a
portion of the rent in Rent
Supplement projects for eligible tenants. The Housing
Authority of Portland also
has a leased housing program
which also provides rental
assistance to eligible families.

MULLEN'S MOBILE
N.E. UNION AND KNOTT
Service & Quality Products
We Treat You Right!
R embember By Law You Have To Keep R ecords . .. .

Harvey L. Rice
1
2

J

4
5

A full-time trained Area Director
Simple, complete pre-printed recoras
Peace of mind and no wory on tax
A monthly bulletin service
Preparation of your annual income tax

Call 227-1818 or 287-2212
We will gladly explain this unique plan without obligation.

A SPECIALIZED BUSINESS CONSUL TING SERVICE
FOR SMALL BUSINESS

They're Bigger and Better

at the

Bun-' a-Burger
Delicious Hamburgers 25c
Sizzling Fries - Cool Malts
230 North ·Killingsworth
-

-

~ - - -~

if

TIM and BARBARA HUNTER
WELCOME

YOU

TO

I/

MARTTl'S GARDENS if
WE NEVER CLOSE

• SERVING HOT LUNCHES

• FRIED CHICKEN
OPEN ALL NIGHT -

i

DAYS A WEEK

Top Mushball League each SUN . 12 p.m.

!l~1

E_)

~)

~1

~)

19

BAR-B-Q and BREAKFAST ·11
JOI N TH E FUN ANO GAMES AT
MAR TTl 'S GA ROENS • POOL ANO FOOSl:lALL
FR IENO L Y PEO PL E AND FINE FOOD TOO'

MARTTl'S GARDENS
ORDERS-TO-GO

jj1

3626 N. MISSISSIPPI

TEL 284-9783

~l!JUQ!.J..l'l1l..11J~JJ'Jll'm~~;~h~:)![f! 1Jj:

sentative in the field as follows: Every Monday, 1:00 to
5:00 p.m. at Brooklyn Action
Center, 3707 S. E. Milwaukie
Avenue, telep,hone 233-5746;
Tuesdays, 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.,
Richmond-Sunnyside Action
Center, 3525 S. E. Hawthorne
Boulevard, telephone 2335271; Wednesdays, l:00to5;00
p.m., Buclcman Action Center,
1407 S. E. Belmont Street,
telephone 233-5426; Thursdays, 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon,
Model Cities Service Center,
10 N, E, Graham Street, telephone 288-7051, and Thursdays, l :00 to 5:00 p.m., Albina Neighborhood Center, 59
N. E, Stanton Street, telephone 297-2603.

~)
~)
~)

~:

~:
~:

~:

!~:
,;

~ ~ ~ JJ"j! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i:1! 'I3 :~'

Q-3: Can a single person
buy a home?
Answer: Yes - FHA insured loans are available to
single persons as well as
families.

Total Monthly Payment
to Lender
$71.23
In addition, monthly costs
for maintenance and repairs
would be $8.00, and heat and
utilities would average $30.
Q-7: How do you get the
FHA to appraise your home?
Answer: You can apply for
an appraisal to any bank,
mortgage company, or savings association which is approved to make insured loans
and handle applications for
appraisals.
You pay a fee
of $35.00 to the lender, who
in turn pays the FHA.
Q-8: We are a young couple with two small children
and are planning to buy a
house. When we apply for a
home loan, can I count my
wife's income as a teacher
as part of our total family
income?
Answer: Yes, if she plans
to continue working. Today
most lenders recognize that
young couples jointly work
to afford better housing, to
send their children to college, and to acquire other
things families need.
Q-9: I am 68 years old
and would like to finance my
home with a loan insured by
the Federal Housing Administration.
My problem is
that l don't have the cash
required for the down payment. Can I borrow the
amount needed for this?

Answer: Yes. Under FHA interest rate.
regulations, a person 62 years
Q-10: In buying a home,
of age or older may borrow what does the term '• sweat
the money needed for the equity" mean?
down payment and prepaid
Answer: In financing a
items from an individual or home, sweat equity is the
corporation approved by the value of the labor performed
FHA, If the purchaser signs by the buyer which is used
a note to repay the loan, the as a part of the down payment
interest rate on the note can- toward the purchase of his
not exceed the FHA-mortgage home.

North Clackamas
Human Relations Council

*

*

• To Promote Better Race Relation
• Employment Opportunities
• Better Housing
• Education Information

Persons interested in attending call:
654-3971 or 771-8833

MOTOR TUNE-UP - BRAKES
ALL MAKES

*

*

BATTERIES, ETC.
LUBE, TIRES

ELI WARD RICHFIELD SERVICE
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY

PHONE: 282-7978
3441 N_ VANCOUVER
PORTLAND, OREGON

Q-4: l have had problems
paying my bills and once went
through bankruptcy. Would
it be possible for me to get
an insured FHA loan?
Answer: Yes - The fact
that you once were having
trouble paying your bills does
not necessarily mean that you
are now disqualified for an
FHA loan. If, after a reasonable length of time, you
have
re-established your
credit and are paying your
bills on time, have the necessary income for the required
housing expenses and other
living expenses, you will be
considered for an FHAinsured loan,
We will be
glad to discuss with anyone
the steps necessary to get
his credit re-established.
Q-5: What are the general
requirements for income and
credit in order to be eligible
for an insured loan?
Answer: Have a steady job,
be paying your bills on time,
and show the ability to make
the required monthly housing
payments regularly.
Q-6: What will it cost me
in monthly payments to buy
an $8,000 house?
Answer: For a 30-year
mortgage, the approximate
monthly payments will be .as
follows:
Principal & Interest $51.92
FHA Mortgage
Insurance Premium
3.31
Fire Insurance
1.00
Taxes
15.00

.7-;/
I

bored with basics? you're

just tlae mun for the

NEW NEHRU
••
•••
••
•••
•••
•

©~oorn

•••

" WALL
TO
WALL
SOUL"

SOUL FOOD!
Jam Session Sun. 6 - 9 p.m .

2125 N. VANCOUVER AVE .

•

jt
Soul Sisters
The Puppettes
-ALSO-

whitt' or /-(old; ~izt·~ :18 to I I. $:12. Sin:rl< -hreasted, $30. Men\
Sporl ~\\Tar. i\I&F Downtown. SC'cond; also Lloyd "::, & Salem .
0

~e.ittr

•

•••
••
•
•

Isley
•~···~***********************Me~vin
**********~
FLOOR SHOW TUES . thru SUN.

Slip into on<·. St·t· what a tn·nd-st•tlt'r loob likl' ! This
i~n'L j11,t any l'fr hru jackf't .. . it·~ a douhlt·-hrl'aS tf'd NC'hru .
TIH' la~ t word in man-fashion . From S ilton of California in

"&1:-h

mail and f)hon e ordl'r.~ • f)iu ., shippin g cost to areas outside our re;.:11/ar fr ee delirery routes
• t!o1mto1rn. 'l.27- -11// • llo y,/"s. :!88-6/i.B • phon e llS early as 9 :1 5 11.m. an y busin ess d11.Y
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Youngsters
Enioy Pool At
Lake Oswego

Page7

Officer for Civil Air Patrol
FOOD

AUTOMOTIVE

Young people from the Albina Youth Action Center
have been living it up in Lake
Oswego, This is made possible by the Caffel family who
· offered their swimming pool
to Albina youth.
Jim Murry, group work
supervisor at the Youth Action Center, located at 535
N, Skidmore, takes a group
of young people to Lake Oswego every week, There they
have an Olympic Pool which
can be used.
Mrs, Caffel stated that the
pool was built for commercial use, however, they must
wait until city officials will
give them the legal okay,
Because of the fact they were
not able to use the pool immediately for commercial
purposes, she called and offered it to the Y. A. C, free
of charge.

MUSIC

WILLIAMS
FOOD MARKET

UNION AVE "Drive-In"
CLEANERS

Finest in Meats & Groceries

2861 N. E. Union
2709 N. E. 7th

281-7417
Complete Laundry Service

7 - 10 Except Sun.
& Holidays

4/11

tf

PHAI~MACY

FLORISTS

PAIGE'S
PRESCRIPTION
PHARMACY

Erv LindNick's Flower Home

CARLOS

Erv Lind Flowers, Inc.

Body & Fender

Prescriptions
Mailed or Delivered

"Your Thot in Flowers"

* Bring us your dents
* Guaranteed Work

ATiantic 1-1181
ATiantic 1-1201

2609 N. Vancouver Ave.

Phone 284-4656
2701 N. E. 7th
Portland, Oregon 97212

4040 N. E. Union Ave.
Portland 12, Oregon

287-8529

Merv Griffin
(Continued from Page 1)
Thousands turned out to see
MISS JOYCE
Merv and his special guests:
James
Lindsay,
Mayor
Miss Joyce Thompson, who
Brown, Burt Lancaster, Muhammed Ali, Joe Tex, Gladys resides at 828 N. E. PresKnight and the Pips, Spanky cott, is one of the new
and Our Gang, and Willie officers of the Albina Civil
Tyler and Lester. This spe- Air Patrol Unit, The unit
cial MERV GRIFFIN SHOW is presently in its Officers
will be seen Wednesday, Au- 0 r i en tat ion phase. The
gust 7 at 9:30 p.m. in color group meets every Monday
evening at 7:30 p.m. Officer
on KPTV Channel 12.

---i
~~~~----f------GOSSIP COLUMN

tf

S & H Green Stamps

City Wide Delivery

9/12

tf

(Miss) Tbompson is an added
delight to the unit and should
contribute not only to the
work but also the scenery,
If you want to help young ·
people in Albina understand
more about the Space Age,
then join us at the Neighborhood Service Center.

Bean Harvest
(Continued from Page 1)
evergreen blackberries.
There is adequate labor in
the cucumber harvest in all
areas and also in the potato
harvest which has started in
both Ontario and Pendleton
areas.
The pear harvest is to
start August 5 in Medford
and there is an expected
shortage of 100 pickers there
by September 10. Adequate
labor is anticipated in the
Hood River pear harvest to
begin about August 15.

got the word through the grapevine that
they need a supervisor at Knott Street who
can cooperate better with the younger generation . . . while I am on the subject, word
is out that parents of children who attend
Knott Street draft classes aren't really interested in their children's work; drop in,
parents, and catch a glimpse of your chi Id's
work; you may also find out that there aren't
enough materials such as mosaic, felt and
etcs. Knott Street says they can't afford
To can fresh pineapple,
them; who are they kidding? . . . While we're
twist off the top, cut the pineon Knott, let's discuss the "7 of Diamonds": apple in quarters, scrape
for one thing, respectable citizens would like downward with a tablespoon.
to know who's responsible for the location. The pulp will be like crushed
It is known that unsavory characters roam pineapple.
Some youngsters
in that particular area,
have also complained about the quality of
entertainment . . . you're probably wonder- Unfurnished apartments. New
E. duplex near Killingsing what about the entertainment; our young N.
worth. 2 bedroom, all electeens have summed it up in three words: tric, paneled living room,
"NOT TOO SPLAB." . • . While thinking of range &, refrigerator, patio
utility area, carpets, drapes.
success ruining people, a young man at the Garbage &water paid. $119.50
''Teen Center" popped into my mind; there per mo. 5335 N. E. 24th.
8/1
are a lot of youngsters who wish he would 284-5204.
pop out of the "Teen Center,·" too . . . The
word is out that the "CAVEL IE RS," which
MALIES GROCERY
is a new band in the area, is going to be
4601 N . Williams
what's happening in '68; as you know, there's
Phone 284-9523
not too much of '68 left, but then again there
is '69 . . . You know, we really should do
something about Williams and Russell and
the young ladies who roam the streets; also, ·
SPORTSMAN CAFE
those gentlemen that drive those General
3213 N. E. Union
Motors cars that have Spanish names, such
A variety of foods
Breakfast anytime
In my opinion, I bet
as "ELDORADOS."
Slim & Ruth
the auto dealers would like to catch them
for one or two monthly payments . . . While
on the subject of the world's oldest profes- BRANOALLS GROCERY
sion, is it nice to see that they are utilizing
MARKET
Dawson Park; we hope it's not for business
2909 N. E. Prescott
Phone 281-9873
purposes . . . There are lots of people who
Opi,n Sundays 7:00 a.m.
Well,
lot,
think "Williams ave" is a parking
to 7:00 p.m .
you know me; I think there should be something done about it . . . Well, I must go now,
but if there is anything you think I should
PARKWAY GROCERY
know, drop me <? line some time. My address
3016 N. Willinms
is THE OREGON ADVANCE/TIMES,ATTE N:
Phonr. 284-9576
ALBINA GOSSIP COLUMN, 714-l/2 N. E.
Alberta Street, Portland, Oregon 97212.

CLASSIFIED

PLUMBING

INSURANCE

THOMPSON

D. & F. PLUMBING

The man
to see for
your living
protection

EKMAN AUTO PARTS

REPAIRS and

Th<' EQUITABLE

Specialist Machine Shop

lift• A,,ur.u1<e
Soc iel\ of !he
Unired Sl•I~,

1803 N. E. UNION AVE

4636 N. Albina Ave.,
Portland, Ore. 97217

BENJAMIN M. LEONARD

AT 4-2155

Morrie Minor - Res. 282-3890

2040 S.W. FIRST AVE.
PORTLAND,

Open 6 days a week, 8-5

OREGON
BUS. PHONE:

97201
222-9471

COMPLETE
AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE
Motor rebuilding - crankshaft
grinding automatic transmission repair
- tune up & brake service

UNIVERSAL
HEATING &
AIR COND. INC.

Denny Morlan, Mgr.

1714 N. E. Alberta
287-7211

FRANCES
CORNER COFFEE SHOP

Residential and

FEATURING:
* BBQ RIBS & BEEF
* CHITTLIN'S - - - -

Gas, oil, electric
installation and
repair on all makes.

SAT. ONLY
SPECIAL ALWAYS:
Good Home Cooked
Meals &
Courteous Service

24-hour service

LOCKS

3622 No. Vancouver
282-3060

Walnut Park
Lock & Key Co.
& Supplies

MOR-MILE TIRES

SHEET METAL

ATLAS SHEET METAL

533 N. Killingsworth

3368 N. E. Union

Hours:

284-9758

STAIN LESS STEEL

M-F - 9-4

***

Sat. 9-12

tf

ATLAS HOTEL SUPPLY

Experienced Locksmith

RESTAURA~T

Keys For All Locks

EQUIPMENT

BOOKKEEPING

7/11

Allan Z . Bowens
Res. 284-1 354
Doris V. Duncan
Res. 281-5776

tf

RESTAURANTS

Commercial

45 years at
2016 N. E. Alberta
PH. 281-4820

MARTIN T. MORLAN
Plumbing Co., Inc.
ATiantic 4- 1109
4829 N. E. Union Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97211

HEATING

HARVEY'S
AUTOMOTIVE

LUMBER

4215 N. Williams Ave.
Phone 288-6081

tf

TELEVISION

EASTSIDE
BOOKKEEPING
SERVICE

PARR

DATA PROCESSING
COMPUTERIZED
INCOME TAX
714 N. E. Alberta St.

COLOR TV REPAIR
ALSO
RECONDITIONED SETS SOLD

LUMBER
COMPANY

CROWN MART
TV & APPLIANCES
Sales - Service - Rental

6250 N. E. Union

Presented by
30 29 S.E. DIVISION

P.O.Box11225
Tel. 281-7252

Telephone
287-1136

ELECTICAL
Industrial - Commercial

·~ R:~:~~;:C
• \

INSTALLATIONS

CORP.

Electrical Contractors
/ 431
E. 6th Ave.

s\

/
l!:===·=B~E5-6977
Portland, Oregon
Larry T apanen
Home Phone CH 4-1887
1 2/12

tf

CITY CENTER
LUMBER CO.
2612 N.E.
ALBERTA ST.

E. Side 235-1602
W. Side 223-6942

Training For
Welding· Mach. Shop
Auto Tune-up & Repair
Diesel Mechanics & Operators
Radio, TV & Electronics

Phone: 281-1167

GI APPROVED

Complete Lumber Needs
For The Professional
Or The Do It Your Seifer
Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Week Days
Sat. 8 a.m. to 4 p,m.

TECHNICAL
TRAINING SERV!C!:
1401 N. E. Alberta St.
284-1181
tf
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Self Help
Important
At Center

August 1, 1968

Army Rec·ruiter Re-ups I

Staff Sergeant Hardie D, year-old child will join him
Dayis, newly assigned Port- in Portland when arrangeland Army recruiter, re- ments for living quarters are
peated the Army Oath of En- made, Sergeant Davis said,
listment for his fourth time He lists his p~rmanent homelast Saturday (July 20), this town address as 3335 Ramtime enlisting for a 6-year sey Avenue, Dallas, Texas.
His mother, Mrs, Johnnie B.
stay.
A 12-year Army veteran, Davis, currently lives at 2423
Sgt, Davis said he chose the Moonlight Avenue, Dallas,

''Life stands for low income family emergency. At
Life Center, families or individuals may receive emergency supplies such as furniture,
household articles,
food, clothing, and bedding,
Those receiving help must
volunteer time and labor.
This time and labor is to be
used by sorting, cleaning, and ·
repairing items donated to
the Life Center. The items
will be given to others in
need who in return will be
asked to volunteer their
services,
There must also be an attempt and desire to help
themselves out of the situation which contributed to
their inability to be selfsustaining.
They are encouraged to attend the many
classes in the community,
such as workshops in sewing techniques, educating,
child-care, discussion classes, upholstering, crafts,
consumer education, legal 6-year enlistment because he
redress and job techniques, plans to complete his 20-year
Of course there is no guar- Army career.
He came to
antee that the sources will Portland July 1, from Ft.
help but we let people know Lewis, Washington, where he
that they are available.
served as construction suLife Center is the brain- pervisor with Company C,
child of the employees of the 58th 1?ignal Battalion. His
Albina Neighborhood Service wife Mary and their threeCenter while working as
Community Service Workers.
One can see the real needs
of the people when their
homes are visited and you
have free face-to-face talks
with them. Recognizing these
Things are moving at the
needs the workers began so- C-CAP's summer project at
liciting food, furniture, cloth- Highland Church at 9th and
ing, bedding and household Going,
articles from every available
About a month ago (June
source until all garages and 17) the project began when
basements were overflowing, young people from all over
The first space occupied Portland charged on the
by Life Center was a small Highland Center with mops,
place on the corner of Beech buckets, dust cloths, and
and Williams. Next it was soap. By the end of the day
moved to Fremont and Union, the Church was cleaned and
The progress was slow and ready for service,
Life was then moved to Union
In the following weeks the
and Monroe.
staff was able to procure a
Money used to pay for rent variety of supplies from
and utilities of Life came businessmen around the city,
from benefits put on by Em- which enabled them to extend
ployees Association and from their services and broaden
the helpers of the Center,
Word of the Life Center N. E. Russell Street.
The
soon reached the 0, C, 0. and phone number is 284-6878,
we were informed that be- The people at Life Center
ginning July 1, 1968, they will pick up all things if
were to receive a small grant you wish to give. Th~y are
to help get them established, a real necessity, With your
This is to be a demonstration help we can continue this
project for six months,
program and at the end of
The Center is still depend- the trial period some beneent upon donations of all factor may realize the help
articles to help to continue that our community is prothe program,
viding for the city of PortThe present address is 321 land.

Resturant
Now

New

Open "

Owner

See Bernice For
Good Home Cooked

Meals Country Style
3310 N. Williams Ave.

Save at
With 3.00 or More Food Purchase
All Grinds Including Electric Pere.

Folger's Coffee

49

1-lb. can
Reg. 7 4(

·

Sergeant Davis assumes
duties in Portland as Special
Low Income ·Area Army Recruiting Representative. His
office is in room 105,
Pioneer Post Office, S. W,
Fifth Avenue and Morrison
Street, Phone number there
is 227-3020.

Program Expanding

BERNICE'S
COUNTRY KITCHEN

Buy Now and

the scope of their project to
the community. Some of the
supplies included volleyball,
ping-pong tables, badminton
equipment for the recreation
department; several typewriters and instruction books
for the typing class, and
books for the reading class.
The recreation activities
have included swimming at
Peninsula Park, and archery
at Washington Park,
The high point for the recreation department was last
weekend, when a group of
about 40 young people ranging
in age from 5 to 19 .went to
Camp MacGruder.

Insurance
"For the great mass of
people
with dependents,"
says Soloman Huebner, Professor of Insurance at the
University of Pennsylvania,
"Life insurance should be the
first type of security to be
purchased. Where a dependent family is at stake, it is
the height of folly to urge investment in other directions,
and it is quite beside the
point to offer laborious explanations of the relative
merits of various das!jeS of
bonds and other types of investments,
"The first duty of every
man is to protect his household against want in case of
premature death, and this can
be don~ only through the purchase of an adequate amount
of life insurance. As is well
known, life insurance offers
a convenient and safe method
of accumulating a savings
fund at a very fair rate of
return, But the greatest purpose of life insurance is to
protect. It takes time to
save, and where dependents
must be protected, life insurance alone guarantees the
accumulation of a competency
against the contingency of the
saving method being cut
short by an untimely death,
The great mass of people
live only within the life insurance stage and are removed by thousands of dollars from the point where
they can judiciously become
direct investors along other
lines."

/.

With$3.00or
more food purchase

19'

All additional
1st lb.

regular low price

Banquet

Top Frost Frozen

Frozen Dinner

Orange Juice

to 16oz.
11 Varieties
Reg. 36,

29

1st 6
all additional
each

~

Rich in Natural
Vitamin "C"
Reg. 21,
17' each

$

61 100

"The Real
Thing From
Florida"

Tender You11g Corn Fed Pork

large Sweet Thompson

Center Cut

Seedless

Pork Chops
Lean loin, and rib
cuts. FM table
trimmed for extra
savings.

FAMILY
PACK

79~.

Lean sirloin and marbled
rib cuts ........ . ... .

Grapes
One of the finest
table grapes grown .
For delicious low
calorie snacks or
fruit salads.
Save 75e

5 qt.

Plastic Pail

Assorted Colors
Reg. 29,

Raid House and Garden

Insect Spray

9l~

14.75 oz.
Reg. $1.24
It Works!

· Coronet

Arvin Solid State

Paper

Table

Napkins

Radio

7~

60count
Reg. 15,

pkg.

1st pkg.
all
additional

12'

Boys'

~2:~~~J~I:: ~:7:~.
Voice speaker.

ss

Reg. $ 12 ·88

99
"Charge It"

Girls'

White Stretch

Summer Weight

Crew Socks

Capri

Striped tops in sizes
6 to 811:z and 9 to 11.
All purpose and
great for school needs.

~as~

In 50% cotton
50%
polyester.
Galey
and
Lord plaids. Regular
waist band with side
zipper . Size 7 to 14.

$

2~rs
"Charge It"

19 Convenient locations
There are 19 conveniently located Fred Meyer stores in the Portland-Vancouver area. You're within five minutes of a nearby Fred Meyer Shopping
Center,

Open 9 am to 10 pm
daily, including Sunday. Always plenty
of free and easy

